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DHPU 

Dansk Hanggliding og Paragliding Union 

 

ADMINISTRATION:    

Birthe Mikkelsen        

Haulundvej 9   

DK – 6870 Ølgod       

Tlf: + 45 - 75245110   

Fax: + 45 – 75246610 

E-mail: ddu@image.dk  

 

Minutes. 

 

Participant’s countries / names / short forms: 

SF: Mauri Keinanen MK. 

N: Tor-Erik Stranne TES, Oyvind Ellefsen OE. 

LV: Anton Jelisejev AJ, Sergej Samuilov SS, Aivars Pucitis AP. 

LT: Violeta Grigoraitiené VG, Stasys Murza SM, Vytautas Grigoraitis VGs. 

IS: Ágúst Guðmundsson AG,  

DK: Scott Torkelsen ST, Niels Jørgen Askirk NJA. 

S: HP Fallesen HP, Riikka Vilkuna RV. 

Absent: Adomas Baublys (LT) and Estonia.  

 

1.       Opening of the meeting 
ST welcomed everybody and explained to the Latvian and Lithuanian delegates a little 

bit about the Nordic cooperation and some of the subjects which we wish to promote within 
CIVL. 

ST also discussed the amount of influence the Nordic countries on a whole had within 
CIVL. 

SM president of the NAC in Lithuania was given word and as co-host of this meeting 
wished the Nordic delegates welcome. He explained about the growing activity within flying 
in LT and expressed hope that this meeting will assist in the sport’s development in 
general. He was sorry that he could not participate in the entire meeting, as there were 
other meetings he had to attend, 

VGs  vice-president of the LT PG/HG Ass. Was given the word and welcomed the 
assembled delegates and expressed his happiness for being able to host the meeting here 
in LT and looked forward to sharing experiences with the Nordic countries. He also praised 
VG who due to her talent and international work had made this meeting possible. 

TES ensured that all who were present represented countries which were members of 
FAI. 

 
2.                Approval of the agenda / right to make decisions 
ST addressed the assembly and decided that we had the necessary mandate to make 

binding decisions, and asked if there were further points to be added to the agenda under 
Eventual. A few points were added. 

VG asked which role the non-Nordic countries had as far as voting rights in the 
assembly was concerned. ST replied that LT and LV as observers had no voting rights 
however speaking rights, ST also expressed that should applications of membership be 
made voting rights would be automatic. 

 
3.          Approval of the minutes of the last meeting. 
There were no comments made of last year’s minutes and they were approved. 
4.          Nordic on – line reporting system. 
Norway still runs the server at International Flightlog (http://www.flightlog.org/) which 

offers on-line logbook and more, to all who wish to use it. This system is now 4 years old 

http://www.flightlog.org/
http://www.flightlog.org/
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and has been translated into a number of languages. Once one down loads ones track log, 
there will automatically be shown the relevant geographic background.(2D) Also found on 
this site one has the opportunity to report accidents, this becomes available once one has 
registered as a user and logged on. In Denmark an article was published about this web 
site in 2004 and sent to all members. However it does not seem that many of our pilots 
have used the site. 

AJ asked whether accident reporting also was valid when reporting an accident which 
occurred on foreign soil. OE replied that should an accident occur, it should always be 
reported, and added that Norwegian pilots can first get there flights validated once their 

 Track logs have been down loaded onto the server. 
ST stated that in CIVL there is a world wide accident database in development. It has 

been donated by a Canadian (Fred Wilson). The first version was unfortunately open to all 
users, and the insurance companies could use it as a basis for increasing premiums. 

HP stated that he was not certain what we could use the Norwegian accident statistics 
for. In Sweden this material was published and not classified, and insurance companies 
seemed very happy with these statistics and very open in a dialog, however it was very 
difficult to find an insurance carrier for PG pilots. We need to teach pilots to understand the 
value of reporting accidents for their own safety. Sweden has not yet made it mandatory to 
use “ logboka” as not all pilots have internet access. 

TES we could use statistics to see how many of the same type of accidents occur and 
try to avoid them. We could, if it requires rule amendments to avoid a certain type of 
accident, propose such amendments. We should not try and hide the accidents, we should 
attempt to avoid that they occur. Should we try and have all national safety and accident 
working groups communicate with each other, instead of it being an annual agenda point 
called “accident statistics”. 

OE would like to send all statistics to a CIVL database if he could find somebody 
willing to translate these into English. 

MK had 11 accidents this year and insurance premium increases have been fore 
warned. 

VGs has so few pilot as of yet and there for every body knows every one so should an 
accident occur..... 

ST stated material failure can be investigated and results published, such as after a 
number of accidents which occurred where pilots forgot to hook in their leg straps, 
publishing of these events resulted in manufactures making a combination buckle that 
combines all straps in one system there by not being able to close unless all straps are 
present. In Denmark we have a special accident commission (with in DHPU) and required 
written report of serious accidents concurrent with the local police report. Occasionally 
accident reports are published in our magazine. 

 
There followed a discussion about this and the conclusion was that in the future the 

Nordic countries would no longer collect accident statistics, and only deal with serious 
accidents with bodily injury and or death. We will also ask if our national safety and 
accident working groups would be interested in a Nordic accident network. 

HP reported of a Swedish pilot that pulled so many Gs under a maneuver that one of 
the bridals on his harness was torn off. 

TES stated Norway had had two fatalities on foreign soil. The one accident occurred 
where a pilot had altered his wing and removed half of the cells on an older type wing and 
under an acro maneuver in Annecy, the wing was torn mid-over. It is a general problem that 
acro pilots use smaller wings than they should. The other fatality occurred in Mexico where 
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the experienced pilot with more than 700 hours, flew in turbulent air got a collapse and 
waited to late before deploying his rescue. 

VGs told of his experience with his big Free-X wing, where he had a line out whilst 
doing a full stall maneuver under a SIV course. This with a new DHV 2 wing, there was no 
comment from the factory, nor had the factory recalled any wings. 

 
 
 
 
5.          The status of 2005 Nordic open in paragliding and hang gliding. 
PG Nordic open 2005: AG informed the assembly of the observations that were made 

in China and handed out a written report. Thereafter he told us about the practical 
arrangements of the PWC competition.  

Virtually all material that was handed out to all the pilots was of a professional quality 
however in Chinese and therefore difficult to translate. He also showed us slides of the 
different flying sites and the thick haze which made VFR flying difficult. On most days flying 
was only possibly with the aid of GPS. Tasks were of good quality and meteorology was 
reliable. The down side of this site is that it takes a long time to travel there, first plane and 
thereafter a very long train / bus trip. It also requires a formidable amount of time to get to 
the start. That year’s competition was held with sponsor ship from the local community (10 
year anniversary) and was therefore very inexpensive to participate, but then again, 
virtually everything is relatively cheap in China. 

Hang gliding competitions in China at present are unrealistic as China only has one 
such pilot. 

AG felt there was no large financial difference between organizing a Nordic 
champignon ship in China or any other site in Europe, due to the low costs in China most 
likely the same pilots will participate. He also felt that we should organize the PG Nordic 
2005 in China and pointed out the enormous amount of information which had been 
gathered, material which far exceeds the information on which CIVL bases its decisions on 
bits for Cat. 1 championship. See http://www.fisflug.is/china 

The assembled thanked AG for his incredibly thorough work on our behalf. 
 
HP presented the Swedish bid from Club 2000 for the PG Nordic 2005 championships 

(Annecy 13-18 June 2005). Material had been send out before hand and showed thorough 
preparation, they had found an experienced organization and had prepared budgets with 
both 100 and 125 participants. 

No matter which bid we choose we can ask them to prioritize safety before a lot of 
heats and safe tasks without the risk of rotor flying or other dangerous obstacles along the 
route. For example it is important to insure that the task committee is aware that this group 
has a wide variety of experienced pilot. 

Pros and cons were compared between the two bids. In respect to safety and number 
of participating pilots from the Nordic countries. A decision had to be made now where the 
PG Nordic should be held and each counties delegate was asked for their opinion.  

HP and TES were not very interested in China. 
MK pilots were open to a China venue, however not highly motivated. 
ST stated that the PG competition committee was not positive about China, and he 

again thanked AG for a job well done. 
We should thank Mr. Han for being positive and open towards our fact finding mission 

and expressed hope that all the work that has been done, can be used constructively at a 
later date. 

http://www.fisflug.is/china
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The conclusion of this vote was that Club 2000 got the bid for the 2005 Nordic PG 
championships. HP was given the task to contact the club; the Swedish NAC will sign the 
application to FAI / CIVL. HP will contact and thank Mr. Han our behalf. 

Closing comment on Club 2000 bid. 
TES had noticed in the competition forms that there were alternative start areas and 

was concerned about safety. 
Nordic championships Cat. 2 competitions shall use GAP to score. Nordic 

championships should also allow as many different types of GPS as is allowed at any PWC 
or FAI Cat. 1 competition. All types of GPSs, which can be used with CompGPS soft ware 
program, should be included. 

HP stated that further conditions in respect to safety can be made. Should HP find 
reasonable grounds for increasing safety, we will support these. HP will send a list of all 
allowed GPS`s to the PG Nordic 2005 mailing list. 

 
HG Nordic 2005. 

OE did not wish to organize the Nordic HG championships, and no other bids were 
received from the Nordic countries. 

AG will explore whether one could arrange a combined Celtic HG/ PG competition 
and Nordic HG championship from the 30/6 to 4/7 2005. 

 
6.          Serial – open class question in paragliding: The latest developments 
TES felt that we should incorporate safety issues within this point, there were no 

objections. 
 

Serial class:  

 

TES told of the frustrations of this work group which was appointed at the last CIVL 
meeting in Croatia. A number of tasks were delegated to the participants of the meeting in 
Bassano in April, however there were no results forthcoming nor activity from those which 
had been delegated with tasks. 

ST stated that FAI is pressuring CIVL to ensure that safety is a major factor under all 
CIVL competitions. 

 
Mono class / serial class: 

 

Olivier Burghell will try to find a PG wing manufacturer who would be willing to supply 
approximately 150 identical wings, which shall be used to make a separate mono class 
world championship. No tuning of gliders will be allowed so all pilots will have a level 
playing field. The thought occurred after almost 4 years of frustrating work in attempting to 
make a “level playing field competition”. Previous competitions have shown that safety 
levels have been below standard and it was the daringness of the pilot and the 
development of the prototype wing which dictated the competition winner and not the pilot’s 
ability to fly well. There have been fatal accidents and serious bodily harm at the last 4 
years Cat. 1 World and European championships. 

Constructors/manufacturers of serial class wings threatened to alter the wings internal 
construction in such a way that it was impossible to measure these differences however 
taking this serial wing out of class. Measurement of all wings should have been able to be 
made on the hill site, however with the vision of being forced to destroy a wing to measure 
it correctly proved to be an impossible task to overcome. This ended this work group’s job. 
A new work group has been established together with OB who will try to ascertain whether 
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such a mono class could be viable within the next 2 years. So possibly in the future we will 
see a new type of competition within the paragliding community which will feature a 
common wing, common harness, and common competition conditions. In other words a 
winner who won..... But because he was the best pilot! 

Safety:  
We can look back on the last many large competitions, where every time, there have been 
deaths or serious accidents with hospitalizations. 

TES asked whether we really should accept the norm that there will always be serious 
accidents at most competitions. He believed that PG was no doubt one of the most 
dangerous sports and wanted to know whether the bureau had an accident figure which 
was acceptable for Cat. 1 competitions. 

MK stated that it must be competition organizers responsibility to ensure safe 
competitions. It should not be the pilots that should evaluate the conditions as there will 
always be pilots who will fly due to competitiveness. He also wanted more information on 
safety at the flight sites where up coming Cat. 1 competitions would take place.  

HP and VGs wanted to know whether there were any accident statistics at Cat. 1 
competitions. 

ST stated that no official statistics existed, however FAI had published an incomplete 
list of accidents of the last 10 years Cat. 1 competitions1 competitions in both HG and PG. 
The results of which are not positive towards our sport in respect to maimed and deceased 
pilots. 

Arguments from a number of pilots are that PWC competitions are safe because of 
good pilots and professional officials. Cat. 1 has accidents due to poor pilots. Pilots are 
stressed due to the competition; a lot of pilots are flying with sponsorship from 
manufacturers and are therefore stressed from multiple sites. This can make pilots take 
more chances/risks for example delaying with reserved deployment until it is too late. It has 
been decided that at the next plenary meeting further amendments will be made to further 
increase safety. 

TES suggested that one should have held a certain number of large competitions at a 
given site before it can be approved for hosting a Cat. 1 event this is to show that a number 
of competitions can be held with a wide margin of safety. It should be obligatory that task 
committees and safety committees are staffed with pilots which have experience. 

From formula 1 competitions there are a lot of safety knowledge however how can this 
knowledge be applied? The Norwegian oil industry has something called a “safety index 
“for example driving a car = 50, motorcycle = 200, mountain climbing = 800, regular 
airplane flying (private) = 500 – 1000, paragliding = 30.000!!!!!!!!!! Does CIVL bureau do 
anything for safety? 

AG wishes to see radical changes and wanted to know why it is customary that unlike 
the Jury Reports which are published, the stewards report are not. 

OE : those who represent CIVL should have more power; during the HG EM the 
officials were very passive even though the weather predictions were very poor. 

ST: The hang gliding proposal from the Nordics will also be used in the PG rules, 
however it will always be difficult to predict whether development along the entire route. 
There will be changes and amendments made to section 7 within the different work groups 
and will require approval at the plenary meeting in Guatemala for both HG and PG. 

Organizers are often criticized harshly in the steward reports and therefore the danger 
exists that should such a report become publicized, no organizers will be found in the 
future. At the next plenary meeting there will be a proposal made that should a pre 
European or world competition not be held to a satisfying standard, the organizer will loose 
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his bid for the Cat. 1 event. The only exception will be made if the site is a well known 
competition area with existing safety infra structure. 

OE asked, what are the criteria for a satisfying competition?  
TES would like to see a subject called accidents at the daily pilots briefing. 
ST stated there will be more criteria’s which will be evaluated in the future, a fatality 

alone could be a valid criteria to take away a bid from an organizer however this could also 
be extremely unjust to a organizer, who is forced to hold a Cat. 2 competition where 
participating pilots may have less experience. 

AJ are there any accident statistics comparing flat land flying to mountain flying? No 
MK and TES suggested: To get a Cat. 2 competition validated with WPRS points, 

organizers should be forced to publicize any accidents that have occurred both to CIVL and 
on the site page (internet) of the competition. 

OE the Nordic countries should be leading and begin doing these reports, at future 
Nordic meetings we can discuss these reports. 

TES will make a proposal about this. 
 
The conclusion was: In the future it will be mandatory that the organizer of the Nordic 

championships shall produce a safety report after completing the competition. We need to 
make an outline of this document. TES ? 

We can also propose that CIVL / FAI stops all Cat. 1 competitions untill one 
reasonably can assume that they can be held with a better margin of safety. 

 
7. Discussion of upcoming CIVL bureau meeting in Pleguien and briefing from Scott 

Torkelsen. 

ST had already informed us all written about the CIBL bureau meeting but went 
through most of the points. 

Radio: It will be required of all pilots to have radio receivers for increasing safety. 
VGs asked which type of radio are required? 
ST That depends on the place, there are different rules for different countries 

therefore there will be a number or frequencies / wave bands. For the pilots it will be 
advisable to buy a radio which covers a number of wave bands and a wide spectrum of 
frequencies, even though this solution may not be legal in all countries for example 140-
170MHz FM. The cheap low power UHF radios are not suitable for our sport, due to their 
inexpensive price they are very common (a lot of interference and others talking) and have 
a very limited operational radius. 

HG Class 5 Ballast: At the last CIVL meeting it was decided to examine whether 
ballast (wing loading) could become a safety problem in the future. After the Plenary 
meeting a questionnaire was made and handed out in France to all Class 5 pilots, the 
questionnaire was poorly formulated and very subjective, the results were equally as 
useless as most pilots did not want to fill out the questionnaire and conclusions can not be 
drawn. The use of ballast to wing load is winning use, some pilots are even using tandem 
gliders at competitions. This subject will be discussed further in the HG subcommittee. 

First Aid: It will be required of all competition organizers to hand out safety packs to 
all participating pilots; these packs should include a fist aid shock blanket (very thin 
aluminum foil) smoke bombs, whistles and snack bar. New bidders for Cat 1 competitions 
will be required to have “back boards” available for emergency medi-vac transport, thereby 
minimizing further spinal trauma due to transportation. 

Safety Officer: It will be required in the future, that there will be an English speaking 
Safety Officer, whose “only” task will be safety during the entire competition. This officer 
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shall ensure safety related communication between all participants and the rescue 
systems. 

ST / TES Should all pilots who participate in a Cat 1 competition have taken a SIV 
with their wing prior to the competition? This question will be passed on to the PG 
subcommittee. Norway already has similar requirements. All pilots need to have a SIV 
every 2nd year and they are considering requiring that all pilots take a mandatory annual 
safety seminar to retain their licenses. There is also the requirement that anyone wishing to 
fly in an open class wing, has to have placed in the top 2/3 of a Cat 2 competition in the 
previous year. 

CEN norm: In CIVL there have been a number of questions aired concerning the 
credibility of the new CEN norm. This issue will be discussed at the next plenary meeting. 
Issues have concerned things such as: line strength and correct testing procedures. 

Bid Presentation: In the future all bids will not be allowed to show endless tourist films 
of the country where the competition is to take place. Only competition / flying relevant 
presentations and pictures showing the take offs and landing areas will be tolerated. 

CIVL Doctor: CIVL would like to have a say on who is to be appointed competition 
“Doctor” if the organizer has not already made an arrangement with a qualified individual. 
CIVL doctor does not imply that this individual needs to have a medical degree, however in 
countries such as England and France it can be an emergency medical technician (EMT), 
whereas in Germany and Denmark they would be qualified medical trauma doctors or also 
EMTs. 

Real time competition evaluation: CIVL will strive via its Jury and Steward System 
to evaluate every task at the end of each task, so that pilots have the opportunity to 
complain without having to make a formal protest. Jury and stewards will evaluate these 
and organize that critical and valid points are changed during the competition. 

HG accident: Tumbling occurs too often, a tail fin can alleviate this problem, however 
most HG wings only do this because they have been tuned to increase their performance 
and thereby adding a tail fin to increase stability and drag, is counter productive. This is an 
issue that will be discussed by the HG subcommittee. 

OE stated that every one tunes their wings, some to improve handling and not 
performance. 

TES stated that in that case the rules regulating tuning in Section 7A should be 
removed. 

CIVL Finances: CIVL is making money, and FAI has pointed this out to the bureau. 
To avoid excesses, the Bureau has decided that it will pay for the medals at all Cat 1 
competitions and that Cat 1 registration fees will be decreased by 20%. 

PG subcommittee 
TES stated that Xavier Murillo who normally is the chairman of this committee should 

be changed as he is not very organized. There should be other candidates that are 
qualified. 

ST we should try and find someone else that has these qualifications and is willing to 
take this job. There were no suggestions forthcoming. 

Records badges and flight verification: 
ST has been given responsibility of this subcommittee, it is a very technical and wide 

spectrum of subjects in this committee, and he stated that he would like to delegate some 
of the responsibilities to another individual in part. Every one wants to use regular GPSs for 
flight verification; however FAI is not sure that this method is safe enough. FAI requires ICG 
data loggers for flight verification, this however is out of the question as ICG data loggers 
require heavy batteries and are very expensive gadgets. There have to be other 
alternatives such as GPS and incorruptible track logs. 
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OE stated that he was interested in taking over the Flight Verification section of this 
work group. 

ST will send a list of contact individuals that are equally interested in this work groups 
endeavors. As far as badges are PG and HG concerned, some are attainable and others 
are impossible to achieve. A review will be made and proposed in Guatemala making all 
badges attainable and interesting, possibly even prestigious, but that may be going too far. 

HP / AG / TES Stated that no one wants these badges, they are not even attractive to 
look at, hardly anyone knows that they exist. They will never become popular. 

ST wanted to see some examples of these badges. 
AG will bring some HG badges to Guatemala and RV will send some PG ones. 
HG records during World Championships: At the world championships in Hay, 

Australia the organizer wanted to have the ability to also make tasks that could become 
records. Therefore they were asking to have a harmonized cylinder radius for both records 
and competitions. At present records require photographic evidence and FAI sectors. This 
will be discussed at the plenary. 

New CIVL President: ST reported that Olivier Burghell has found a possible 
replacement of his chair, Flip Koetsier Holland. As their will most likely not be any other 
candidates for this post, we will most likely vote him for the post at the next Plenary 
meeting, Flip has already been introduced at a number of meetings as OB successor. 

PG mono class: ST stated that OB has expressed interest in this matter and has 
offered to do some work on this matter, see § 6. Are there others that could be interested in 
working with this matter? 

TES yes possibly, who else is in this group? There should be technical specialists in 
this group. Wing manufacturers can be invited to participate and observe. 

FAI / CIVL Logo: ST presented the new FAI and CIVL logos. ST will also send it to all 
via the Nordic mailing list. 

Environment: ST stated that CIVL has not really spent a lot of energy on the subject 
of environmental issues other than insisting that at all competitions, portable toilets are 
mandatory. Stepping off the trail at a start site is at times more disgusting than one wants to 
describe. Some sites have become notorious for their fecal material, such as a suggested 
name change from Monte Cuco to becoming Monte Pupu. 

Medals: ST reported that OB retiring president of CIVL and Europe Airports will 
receive a medal for long and hard work from FAI. The Pepe Lopez medal will be given this 
year to Philippe Broers Belgium for courage above and beyond the call of duty in an 
attempted rescue of a fellow pilot at the European championships in Kalvrita Greece. The 
Hang gliding Diploma will go to Mr. Song Jin Sok (Korea). 

Minimum numbers at Cat 2 competitions: ST stated that the bureau will suggest that 
Cat 2 competitions in the future should have a minimum of 15 participants and a minimal 
entry fee of € 30 per person. This has been proposed because New Zealand had a Cat 2 
competition where the entry fee was free and there only participated 4 pilots, thereby 
qualifying their entire national team to take part in the world championships later that year. 

It should also be possible for min. 25% of the participating pilots to be of foreign 
countries. 

AG Cat 1 competitions only require 8 pilots, why the difference? 
OE there should be a minimal safety level for pilots who participate in a Cat 1 

competition. 
NJA Why 15 pilots? If it was a question of safety, can we then accept a requirement 

that pilots should have participated in at least one competition with a minimum of 35 pilots 
before participating in a Cat 1 competition? 

AG and OE Ok. 
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Dispensations and Qualification criteria: 
ST said that there will not be given nearly as many dispensations as in previous 

years. Those pilots that are not qualified for the competition, even if they have traveled half 
way around the world and know a bureau member will not be admitted. 

6. European Hang Gliding and Paragliding Union (EHPU) 
HP reported about EHPU, who the members were and how the EHPU was built up 

organizationally. EHPU / EAS being the sports fliers European Union. 
EHPU / EAS is the only organization that will be listened to when new rules will be 

made for us here in Europe. Until further notice we have been exempted from the general 
regulations. Regulations’ concerning HG and PG has been delegated to our national 
aviation commissions. Some rules concerning motorized flying will no doubt affect us. 

EHPU is working on that this should remain the national commission’s responsibility, 
however a new EU commissioner has recently started that believes that this should not be 
the case and would like to see HG and PG directed from Brussels. The latest issue that has 
been dealt with is airworthiness certificates. EHPU / EAS are working also to get HG and 
PG exempt from this. 

HP expressed that CIVL should adopt the same working style as EHPU, as it seemed 
a lot more effective. 

 
7. Approval of Nordic records, Nordic trophy and rules for Nordic records. 
NJA showed a slideshow to describe some of the difficulties Danish pilots had. We 

are a closely populated country and this makes problems when trying to fly long distances. 
Denmark IS of the opinion that we should open up to enable us to fly record attempts in 
other Nordic countries. This subject was later discussed at length. The suggestion was 
received well; there was a discussion about the necessity to use FAI tasks which was, 
however agreed upon. Therefore record attempts flown according to the altered Danish FAI 
tasks and the Swedish triangle task, and  which were not declared before take off, are not 
be validated as a new Nordic record. 

We should make some guidelines for ratification next year. 
OE showed us the revised rules for Nordic records; they were approved unanimously 

with out a vote. Starting next year, all record requirements should follow the national 
regulations, which have been amended. 

 
The best flights were presented and the new Nordic Records are: 
PG Free Jouni Makkonen 191,7 km. FIN. 
PG Free Lena Abotnes 77 km. NO. 
PG goal  Jouni Makkonen 109 km. FIN 
PG tandem Free Oliver Thurman 64 km. S 
PG out and return Jouni Makkonen 55, 6 km. FIN 
HG out and return Olav Opsanger 150, 5 km. NO 
HG speed 25 km. triangle Otto Baste 36, 8 km/h.  
HG speed 50 km. triangle   Otto Baste 27, 8 km/h 
HG out and return Olav Opsanger 100 km. at 24, 4 km/h. NO 
PG height gain Robert Ericsson 2410 m. S 
 
AG will send the records via the mailing list. 
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Nordic Trophy 

HG trophy was present, something which was quite unusual as it has been a number 
of years since we last saw this trophy. HG- Olav Opsanger Norway won with a 150 km out 
and return. PG- Jouni Makkonen Finland won with a 191, 7 km flight open distance. 

 
8. Eventual 
Insurance in Sweden: HP stated that Sweden had managed to negotiate a good 

deal for accident / life insurance which would cover our flying. The cheapest policy would 
cost € 69 annually and covers 5-100% invalidity max. € 55,000. Therapy max. € 4,600 and 
death  

€ 3,700. plus dentist, transport and more. Invaliditity (?) premiums can be increased 
for € 50 to coverage of € 130,000. All pilots in the Nordic countries can buy this insurance 
coverage. 

Who is going to Guatemala? Going: DK, IS, LT, NO.     Not going: S, FIN, LV. 
Organization of proxies: LV > LT, S > DK, FIN > IS 
Do we have new “Nordic “country members? 
The Nordic group welcomes the Baltic countries to join us, Latvia expressed 

willingness to become a member and Lithuania wishes to make this decision at a later date. 
They will still be welcome. Should we find a new name for our congregation? 

Shall we send our (safety) minutes to the bureau members and CIVL key persons? 
This could be less than optimal as some of the individuals that receive this material 

could make effective counter proposals as we are publishing our proposals first. We will 
continue to use the mailing list to develop ideas before the 10th December. 

Rikka’s report about environmental issues: RV informed us of the environmental 
problems that air sports in Sweden are experiencing, not everyone within government is 
aware that airports exist. Rikka is trying to be proactive on this subject and is making 
airports and their requirements known as well as stating the environmental issues that 
pertain to our airports. There ensued a discussion on this matter and all countries pointed 
out regulations that pertained to our own countries. 

9. Setting dates and times of the next Nordic meeting 2005 and host. 
The meeting will take place in Stockholm as we should assist our Baltic members. HP 

will come with a date soon. 
10.  Closing of the meeting    
ST thanked every one for a good and constructive meeting; special thanks went to our 

“hosts” from the Baltic countries.  
 

 


